Kentish Cat Society Show 21/10/17 Dr P Collin
Many thanks to Helen, Vanessa, Sean and Sue for the kind invitation again to judge at this friendly
and very well organised show. Lovely exhibits and such a large entry of kittens which was great to
see! Thanks also to Shelley Jenkins who stewarded for me today. She is an excellent steward and we
had an enjoyable day together.
Grand Class – AC British Champion Adult Male
GCC to Grave’s Ch Metallicat Silver Romeo M (BSH ns 22) 12/4/15
Handsome boy with very nice pattern and coat qualities. Round head with very good breadth and
good depth with slightly prominent muzzle and fair cheek development. Very good rounding to the
top of his head and medium sized ears with a slightly broad base are set well. His eyes are round and
well opened and a good expression and are green with a hazel outer rim. In profile fair rounding to
brow and his nose is s tad long and has a small bump. His chin is fairly deep but not quite level. Bite
correct. Cobby body of good weight. Slightly tall on the leg and oblong in the body. His coat was very
good being short and with very good density and a firm to crisp texture. Black markings and good
clean silver with good contrast to the pattern. M on forehead and facial tracings and unbroken
necklaces. Good placement and clarity to the butterfly. Thin but straight spine line and tramlines are
symmetrical if a bit uneven. Elongated symmetrical oysters with some silver invasion and incomplete
ring with leg barring and tail rings. He was in very good condition and handled well with a calm
temperament.
Grand Class – AC British Champion Adult Female
GCC to Brown’s Ch Kolinga Carla F (BSH a) 19/5/16
Gorgeous girl. Good apple shaped head with excellent width and depth. Short wide strong muzzle
and good cheek fullness. Good round and wide top of head and nice neat ears are set well. Lovely
eyes and expression! They are large and round and held well opened and are a good orange colour.
Good profile with round brow and short straight broad nose and level deep chin and correct bite.
Compact cobby frame of good weight and proportions. Still to attain fully mature proportions of
head to body but lovely promise with strong chest and rump and strong short legs and a very good
shaped tail. Her coat is short and of very good density and crisp texture. She is a sound pale blue
with some mild silver tipping. Lovely calm temperament and handled beautifully. Congratulationsshe is So pretty!
RGCC to Potter’s Ch Kabenbe Lorna Doone F (BSH g 03) 24/2/16
Another attractive lady who has an apple shaped head of very good breadth and good depth and
good shape to her muzzle and fairly good cheek fullness. Top of head shows good rounding and
width and she has medium sized ears of good shape and set. Her eyes are very nice being large and
round and held well opened and are a mid-orange colour with a good British expression. In profile
good depth of head and rounded brow ad shortish straight nose and level deep chin. Bite correct.
Slightly oblong body is a touch tall on the leg at present- in line with her age. Good weight for size.
Her coat lacks some density at present and is fairly short and with a form texture. Correct
percentage of white is between 1/3 to a ½. Pale fairly sound cream and dark blue. Fairly good
patching but not as sharp on her back. She was in good condtion and handled well.
British Lilac Adult
1st CC & BOB to Lambert’s Adpixbr Forthright Freddie M (BSH c) 25/4/16
Adolescent looking young chap who has a round head of very good breadth and good depth. He
needs to strengthen at his muzzle which is a bit prominent and cheek fullness still to come in. Good
top of head is round and wide and he has medium sized ears which are set well. Very nice eyes are
round and well opened and pale orange in colour. In profile needs a touch more nose break and
nose is straight but a touch long and needs a slightly stronger chin. Bite good. Cobby body is heavy
and he is as expected for his age a touch long on the leg and in the body with some promising
strength at chest and rump. His coat is medium in length and needs a touch more density and has a
firm texture. He is a darker lilac colour which is sound. Gentle boy who handled well.
British Blue Adult
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1st CC & BOB Brown’s Kolinga Barclay M (BSH a) 6/5/16
Wow! What a superb young boy. Gorgeous head is a full apple with excellent breadth and depth
with strong broad short muzzle and full cheeks and developed jowls. Very good wide round top of
head and neat ears of correct shape are set in the contours. Lovely eyes are round and good size and
held well opened and are deep gold in colour and he has a super innocent British expression. In
profile rounded brow and short straight nose and level deep chin and level bite. Massive cobby body
is four square of excellent weight and short strong legs and correct tail to balance. His coat is
medium in length and of very good density just a touch soft. He is a dark blue and with a slight
degree of silver tipping. He had a very admirable gentle temperament and handled so well- lovely to
spend time with him! Congratulations on his CC and BOB and then BOV. He is an extremely
impressive boy.
2nd to Terziiski’s Julter Harley M (BSH a) 21/11/16
Very nice boy with good conformation for his age. He has an apple shaped head with a broad muzzle
just looking a touch prominent and with cheek fullness still to come. Very good top of head is
rounded and is wide with fairly neat well set ears. His eyes are a touch small and deep set but are
round and a deep gold colour. In profile nice round brow and shortish straight broad nose and level
deep chin. Cobby body of good weight and very good weight and broad chest and rump and strong
legs and correct shape to tail. His coat is a good mid to pale blue colour which is fairly sound. His
coat is a touch long of good density and slightly soft. He handled very well and was in good
condition.
3rd Jordan’s Figaro Pasja M (BSH a) 23/11/15
Younger looking chap but has a very nice expression. Round head with good breadth and depth and
his muzzle is a bit oblong at present with more cheek fullness needed. Very nice top of head and
medium well set ears have a broad base. His eyes are very nice being a good size and round well
opened and orange in colour. In profile his brow is rounded and needs a touch more nose break and
his nose is a tad long but straight and of good breadth. His chin is medium in depth but level and his
bite is good. His body and legs are a touch long in line with his age. Bit lean on his flanks but of good
weight otherwise. His coat was a bit long and lacks some density at present and lay a touch flat. He is
a mid-blue with some silver tipping. In condition he handled well.
British Black Silver Tabby Adult
BOB to Ch Metallicat Silver Romeo (BSH ns 22)
See above.
Black, Choc or Cinnamon Tortie Adult
BOB to Jenkin’s Ch Alphaberry Higgledy Piggledy F (BSH f) 4/9/16
Lovely girl with fabulous temperament and type to match. Apple shaped head of very goof breadth
and depth and a broad short muzzle of good shape and good cheek fullness. Neat well set ears and
well rounded top of head. Her eyes are fairly large and well open and copper in colour with a good
expression. In profile rounded brow fairly good nose break, shortish straight nose and good depth
level chin with correct bite. Cobby medium sized frame of good weight. She is a touch long in the
body and legs currently in keeping with her age. Nice shape to tail. Medium length coat is of very
good density and a firm texture. Lovely well mingled attractive colour of bright red and sound black
with all four feet showing both colours. Insisted on licking me to death!
Black Silver Tabby Kitten Male
1st Greenaway’s Tempesta Silver Utah M (BSH ns 22) 1/5/17
Young chap with a round/short wedge head of good breadth and depth and a slightly prominent
muzzle and cheek development still to come. Good top of head is well rounded. His medium sized
ears have a broad base and are set a touch high and are still to drop. His eyes are round and well
opened and are green with hazel outer rim. Nice expression. In profile rounded brow and fairly short
straight nose and level deep chin. Bite good. Cobby body of good weight is a touch oblong and tall
on the leg at present. His coat is a touch long and flat and a firm texture. Black markings and pale
silver with a touch of tarnish in his nose. Clarity of pattern fairly good but does have some agouti
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invasion to the silver. M on forehead and facial tracings and unbroken necklaces and tail rings and
leg barring. His butterfly is better in the upper wing, His spine line is slightly thin and tramlines
symmetrical and good width. His oysters are elongated and joined to the ring with some silver
invasion. He handled well and was in good condition.
British Black Silver Tabby Kitten Female
1st & BOB Greenaway’s Tigatails Enchantree F (BSH ns 22)14/5/17
A young lass with a round head with good breadth and depth with a slightly prominent muzzle and
with cheek development to come. Good rounded top of head with medium sized ears set well. Good
round eyes are held well opened and are a good green colour and a good expression. In profile
rounded brow and shortish straight nose ends in line with a good depth chin. Correct bite. Cobby
shape to body of good weight and just a touch long in the body and legs at present. Coat is firm
texture and good density and medium in length. Her silver is a good clean pale colour with no tarnish
and good clarity of pattern. Good pattern with M on forehead and facial tracings and unbroken
necklaces. Good shape to the butterfly. Spine line is a good shape and straight and tramlines
symmetrical. Her oysters are elongated with an incomplete ring. She handled well and was in good
condition.
2nd Sargenta Silver Isabella F (BSH ns 22) 28/3/17
Short round/wedge shaped head with good breadth and depth and a good broad muzzle and cheek
fullness coming in. Good round top of head well set medium/neat ears. Her eyes are round except
for a flatter top line and are green with a hazel outer rim. In profile rounded brow and shortish nose
has small bump and her chin is fairly deep but not quite level. Bite correct. Cobby well grown body
has promising proportions. Tail correct shape. Her coat is a touch flat and needs more density and is
a firm texture. Clean silver but lacks some clarity of pattern due to silver invasion in the black. M on
forehead and facial tracings and unbroken necklaces. Tail rings and leg bars. Her butterfly was not
very distinct. Spine line thin and some silver at the tail end. Tram lines joined to ring. Her oysters are
elongated and have silver invasion and the ring is incomplete. She handled well and was a sweet girl.
British Bi-Coloured Adult
1st CC & BOB to Page’s Admirari Mellow Yellow M (BSH e 03) 10/4/16
Promising handsome chap. Apple shaped head with good breadth and depth and a broad muzzle of
good width and balanced by good cheek fullness. Good rounding to the top of his head and medium
sized ears are set well. Lovely eyes are round and excellent size and held well opened and a good
copper colour with a good British expression. In profile round brow and short straight and broad
nose with small bump which finishes in line with a good depth chin. Bite good. Good cobby body is
of promising proportions just a touch adolescent still as expected. Good strong legs and good shape
to tail. His coat is fairly short and good density and crisping up nicely. Pale cream is just a touch
unsound but admirably clear. Correct proportions of white with white blaze and chest and a full
collar and white tummy except for a cream strip and white to legs. He handled very well and was in
good condition.
Blue-Cream, Lilac/Fawn Tortie Kitten
1st & BOB Dalton-Hobbs’s Loraston Molly-Malone F (BSH g) 28/6/17
A lovely girl with super type and conformation- clear winner in a strong class of exhibits. She has an
apple shaped head with very good breadth and depth and a nice strong muzzle and cheek fullness
developing well. Round top of head and lovely neat and well set ears. Her eyes are of fair size and
very good rounding and held well opened and a nice copper colour with a very nice British
expression. Very good profile with round brow and short straight and broad nose and excellent level
deep chin and correct bite. Cobby body of promising proportions that felt “right”! Short strong legs
and good tail shape. Her coat is medium in length and very good density and crispness coming in.
Nice paler blue and cream coming in and which is already well mingled and with 2 feet showing both
colours at present. She was a sweet and pretty girl who is very promising and was my choice for BOV
kitten later in the day- well done!
2nd Page’s Pastelpaws Cosmopolitan F (BSH j) 6/7/17
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Another pretty youngster at her first show. She has an apple shaped head of very good depth and
width. Her muzzle is of fair width and strength and promising cheek fullness developing. Good round
top of head and moderately neat ears are set well. Her eyes are round and of good size and held well
opened and orange in colour with a good British expression. In profile rounded brow and short
straight broad nose and level chin of good depth. Correct bite. Lovely body is of very promising
shape with strength at her chest and rump and short strong legs and a good tail shape. Her coat is
short and nicely dense and with a firm texture. Very nice lilac and cream colours. Fairly good
mingling with some more cream areas on her back. She was a pretty and again promising girl who
handled very well.
3rd Dunstone’s Sheephouse Hummingbird F (BSH j) 2/4/17
Very nice type with a round head of very good depth and breadth and good muzzle and cheek
fullness. Good round top of head and nice neat well set ears. Her eyes are round and slightly deep
set and are a deep gold and with a nice British expression. In profile round brow and well defined
nose break and shortish nose with a bump which ends in line with a good deep chin. Bite correct.
Good weight and conformation to her cobby body. Tail correct shape. Her coat is a touch long and
with good density and a touch soft. She was a well mingled mix of dark browny toned lilac and hot
cream. She handled well and was in good condition.
4th Norley’s Admirari Love-in-a-Mist F (BSH g) 4/5/17
This older lass was looking a touch adolescent today and she has a round head with good breadth
and a slightly prominent muzzle and more cheek fullness needed. Nice round top of head and
neatish ears are well set. Nice eyes are good size and round shape and held well opened and are
pale orange in colour with a nice expression. In profile she has a rounded brow and shortish straight
nose which ends in line with a chin needing more depth. Bite good. Cobby body of good weight. Tail
is correct shape. Her coat is slightly long and of good density with a firm texture. Nice mid blue and
palish cream is well mingled. She handled well and was in good condition.
British Blue, Lilac or Fawn Tortie & White Kitten
1st & BOB Page’s Admirari Cloud Atlas F (BSH g 03) 10/4/17
Good type to this youngster with a very nice British expression. Apple shaped head of very good
breadth and depth and good muzzle shape and cheek fullness to come. Good top of head and
neatish well set ears. Her eyes are moderately large and round and well opened and deep gold in
colour. Good profile with short straight nose and level moderately deep chin and correct bite. Good
cobby body of promising proportions and weight with strong chest and short string legs. Tail good
shape. Her coat is medium in length and good density and a firm texture. Sound cream and blue with
fairly good patching except for some lack of clarity between the colours with some bleed through.
Horse blanket of colour and just about a third white with a blaze and an almost full collar white feet
and tummy and chest. She is in good condition and handled well.
British AOC Silver Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB Mile’s Tufton Muddy Stilettos F (BSH as 22) 20/4/17
Promising type and pattern to this attractive lady. Round head of good breadth and depth and a
strong blunt muzzle and cheek fullness developing. Good round top of head and medium sized ears
are well set. Well sized and shaped eyes are held well opened and are deep gold with a good
expression. Good profile with rounded brow and shortish straight broad nose ending in line with
deep chin. Bite correct. Her body is cobby with a good feel and promising proportions with good
chest and rump width and strong legs. Tail good shape. Her coat is fairly short and with good density
and frim texture. Very nice clarity of pattern and she has blue markings and her silver is
unfortunately somewhat tarnished on face and legs. M on forehead and good facial tracings and
unbroken necklaces. Tail rings and leg bars. Her butterfly is a good shape and position. Her spine line
is straight and tramlines present. Her oysters are symmetrical and fairly round with an incomplete
ring. An attractive girl just spoiled by the tarnishing but with many good qualities including a sweet
nature.
Imperial Class – AC British Gr Pr Neuter Male
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1st IGPC Wroe’s GrPr Tigatails Ghost Whisperer MN (BSH ns 24) 6/6/15
Impressive size and stature to this handsome boy. He has a round head of very good depth and
breadth and a slightly prominent muzzle and good cheek fullness. Good top of head is well rounded
and medium sized well set ears. His eyes are well rounded and moderately large and are green with
a hazel outer rim. Good expression. In profile round brow and good nose break and shortish straight
nose which ends in line with medium depth chin. Bite correct. Cobby body and short string legs and
good strength at chest and rump. Medium length coat of firm texture and fair density. Clean silver
and charcoal markings. M on forehead and broken scarab and broken spine line and tail rings. Good
spotting with just some linkage on shoulders. He handled well and was in good condition.
Congratulations.
Black Silver Spotted Neuter Female
1st PC and BOB to Grave’s Ch Sargenta Silver Eclipse FN (BSH ns 24) 17/5/13
Lovely lady with a round head of very good breadth and depth and with a nice strong muzzle and
cheek fullness. Her top of head is well rounded and she has good ear placement to her neatish ears.
Her eyes are a really lovely green and are round well opened and with a very good British
expression. In profile her brow is well rounded and her nose is short and broad with a small bump
and level chin which I’d like a touch deeper. Correct bite. Cobby body of good weight and strong
chest and legs. Tail good shape. Her coat is of very nice density and medium length and a firm
texture. Pale clear silver and black markings with good clarity. M on forehead and facial tracings.
Beautifully broken spine line and good spotting with minimal linkage. She handled well and is a very
impressive girl congratulations.
GRAND CLASS - AC BURMESE CHAMPION ADULT FEMALE
GCC to Pearman’s CH JOMARC BELLATRIX LESTRANGE F (BUR g) 15/8/15
Smart little miss of very good type who has a short wedge with very good width at her cheekbones
and tapering to a broad blunt short muzzle. Gently rounded top of head of fair width and medium
sized ears are set a touch high initially but settled well at rest. Moderately large eyes are a very good
shape with a well-rounded bottom line and flatter top line angled towards her nose and they are
chartreuse in colour and have a good expression. Excellent in profile with rounded brow and well
defined nose break and short straight nose which ends in line with a good depth chin. Bite correct.
Compact body is of fair weight- needs a bit more muscle on her back. Elegant legs and good shape to
tail. Her coat is medium in length and lies well with good fine texture. Nice colours too as she is a
mixture of nice silvered mid blue and pale cream. An inquisitive and friendly girl who handled very
well. Congratulations.
RGCC and BOB to Chapman-Beers TRIBUNE CINDERELLA F (BUR c) 18/4/16
A young lady who is very pretty and maturing well. Fairly short wedge with very good width at her
cheekbones and tapering to slightly fine muzzle. Very good top of head which is gently rounded and
of very good width and her medium sized correctly shaped ears are set well apart. Her eyes are
moderately large and a touch deep set but are a good shape with a well-rounded bottom line and
flatter top line angled towards her nose. They are tallow chartreuse in the inner aspect and golden
yellow in the outer at present. In profile rounded brow and defined nose break and nose just a tad
long but straight nose and ends in line with a medium depth chin. Bite correct. Medium sized
elegant body of good weight and with very good shape to her tail and legs and neat paws. Her coat is
quite excellent being short and of very fine texture and very close lying- gorgeous! She is also that
rare found pink toned lilac. Very sweet girl who handled well. Well done!
CREAM BURMESE NEUTER
1PC & BOB to Mansaray’s KYMIAN STARMAN MN (BUR e) 18/9/16
Gentle chap with a moderately short wedge with very god width at his cheekbones and tapering to a
blunt muzzle of good width just looking a touch prominent. Good top of head is wide and gently
rounded and with medium sized ears which are set well apart. Very nice large eyes are set wide
apart with a good rounded lower line and flatter top line angled towards his nose and a lovely
golden yellow and with a good expression. In profile rounded brow and defined nose break and
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shortish straight nose which ends in line with a medium depth chin. Bite good. His body is medium
size and of good weight. His tail is medium thickness at the base and tapers to a rounded tip and
balances. His coat is medium length and lies well with a satin like texture. He is a bright cream with
metallic overtones and some powder on his head. He has a super friendly nature and was a great
time waster!

